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Kath O'Donnell <aliak77@gmail.com>
to overland

hi, I take issue with the following paragraph in the article "Hackers, gamers and cyborgs" by Bre
https://overland.org.au/previous-issues/issue-218/feature-brendan-keogh

"Even as computers became increasingly significant devices in the last decades of the twentieth
patriarchal structures that inscribed them as mathematical, scientific, important – 
in parts of society already explicitly gendered: the science lab, the maths classroom and, whe
bedroom rather than the daughter’s."

I think the sentences should be clarified to be inclusive of women, as these statements are simp
been for 26 years, working with computers and high-end television technologies for that period p
on, building, programming computers for that period and numerous years prior to it  whilst growi

I spoke to the writer of the article on twitter and suggested he change the article and initially he s
of tweets debating over which word to use. but I checked with him later and he had changed his
be updated.

This disappoints and annoys me - both that the writer, who by doing this has proven himself not 
technology or women in games (as was the topic of the article - he also goes on to mention gam
also disappointed with Overland and the editing team who allowed these inaccuracies to be pub
read your "about" page, and I think by not fixing this article to be more inclusive of women, it bre
suggest also, that Overland think more carefully on allowing this writer to write on subjects he cle

I wrote a blog post about it should you wish to know more about my reasons.
http://www.aliak.com/content/predominantly-male-versus-male
& attached pdf copy

thanks for your consideration, I hope to see the article corrected.
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